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INTRODUCTION TO THE 
DATA CENTRE

• Training services

Introduction to Agilitas technical training 
Agilitas training services provide a flexible, cost-effective and 
experienced resource for multi-vendor hardware support training. 
Training investment is usually difficult to justify especially with the 
commitment required to release employees and the cost of relevant 
training courses.  

To assist with the decision making process and to validate training 
investment Agilitas devised the ‘Introduction to the Data Centre’ 
training day.

This one-day overview or ‘taster day’ is designed to give attendees 
an introduction to our hardware support training portfolio in a 
brief, interesting and informative format.  

All of the workshops will cover some theory, some problem solving 
and a lot of hands-on as we feel this is the best platform for 
learning ways to resolve real-life system fault scenarios.

Register now to explore and experience the unique learning 
environment we offer.

Why attend?

• See, first hand, the extensive range of data centre hardware 
we utilise for our hands-on technical training courses

• Meet our skilled team of Trainers who will not only provide 
content for the day but be available to answer your questions   

• Get a realistic overview of how we build and deliver our 
training course portfolio 

• Discover if Agilitas can deliver savings against your current 
skills development and training programmes 

• Learn about the benefits of sustained investment in skills and 
how our customers use our training services to extend their 
support portfolio

Who should attend?

Delegates must be technically proficient but do not need to be 
experienced in all of the workshop products to attend.

We need to ensure that delegates will be able to have a general 
understanding of the content, interact with the trainer and 
therefore get the most out of the day. 

The aim is to appraise the training experience without any financial 
commitment and see whether Agilitas can assist your business with 
any future training requirements for your field service and help 
desk personnel.

Due to the nature of this overview places are restricted and will be 
issued on a first come first served basis.  To express your interest in 
attending one of our open days please send your details to:
training@agilitas.co.uk
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